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Abstract
Solar power plants have been deployed in the last 20 years, so the interest in evaluating their
performance is growing more and more. In these facilities, thermal energy storage is used to
increase dispatchability of power. The two-tank molten salts storage system with “solar salt”
(60 wt.% NaNO3 and 40 wt.% KNO3) is the one commercially used today. To be able to achieve
a deep understanding of the two-tank solar storage systems with molten salts, in 2008 a pilot
plant was built at the University of Lleida (Spain) and the experimental evaluation of the
temperature distribution inside the tanks and their heat losses are presented in this paper.
Therefore, this pilot plant is equipped with several temperature sensors inside the tank as well as
in the different layers of external insulation. As expected, temperature is lower at the external
part of the tank (near the cover, at the bottom and near the walls) and no stratification is seen. It
is found that the influencing parameters in the temperature distribution of the salts inside the
tank are: insulation, and the existence of different electrical resistances and the orientation and
surroundings of the tank. Heat losses were measured and compared both with a simulated 1-D
steady state model and previous literature. Measured heat losses were from 61 W/m2 through
the bottom to 80 W/m2 through the walls (with 73 W/m2 through the cover).

Keywords: Storage; Temperature distribution; High temperature; Molten salts; Two-tanks;
Heat losses
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Nomenclature
AConcrete

Heat transfer area of concrete [m2]

Acyl

Heat transfer area of tank walls [m2]

Asphere

Heat transfer area of top tank wall [m2]

Cp

Specific heat of salts [J/kg·ºC]

h

Convection heat transfer coefficient between tanks and ambient [W/m2·ºC]

kconcrete

Thermal conductivity of refractory concrete [W/m·ºC]

kRockwool

Thermal conductivity of Rockwool [W/m·ºC]

L

Height of the tank wall [m]

QConcrete

Heat losses through concrete base [W]

QFG

Heat losses through Foamglass base [W]

QTop

Heat losses through the top of the tank [W]

QWall

Heat losses through the wall of the tank [W]

r1

Outer radius of the tank [m]

r2

Radius of the tank with Rockwool [m]

T

Temperature [ºC]

TBottom

Temperature of the bottom of the tank [ºC]

TGround

Temperature of the ground [ºC]

Tsalt

Temperature of the salt in the hot and in the cold tank [ºC]

TWall.ext

Temperature of the Rockwool surface wall of the tank [ºC]

TWall.in

Temperature of the external wall surface of the tank [ºC]

V

Volume of storage tanks [m3]

ΔX.Concrete

Thickness of concrete base [m]

ρ

Density of salts [kg/m3]

ΔT

Thermal gradient between wall of storage tanks and sorrounding
air [ºC]

1. Introduction
Sustainable and low-carbon energy technologies will play a crucial role in the energy revolution
to change current trends in energy supply and use. Generation of solar thermal electricity from
concentrating solar power (CSP) plants has grown strongly worldwide. In fact, CSP components
and systems are coming to commercial maturity, holding the promise of increased efficiency,
declining costs and higher value through increased dispatchability (International Energy Agency
2014). Four main elements are required in these plants: concentrator, receiver, transport/storage
system, and power conversion block (Gil et al. 2010, Medrano et al. 2010). Among them,
thermal energy storage (TES) is recognised as the technology that increases the energy system
reliability, increases the generation capacity, and reduces the cost of generation. Moreover, TES
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o solar instaallations becaause of the limitation
l
in solar availaability,
has aalways been associated to
whichh does not cooincide with the energy ddemand perio
ods.
Severral commerccial solar pow
wer plants eexist today (C
Collado and Guallar 20113, Medrano et al.
2010)). Among thhe different TES
T
system
ms, two-tankss molten saltts is the mosst used systeem. A
typicaal scheme off such a systeem can be seeen in Fig. 1. In this conffiguration, H
HTF from thee solar
field is diverted through a heat exchang er that is ussed to charge the thermaal storage sy
ystem,
nk. When thee storage system is
heatinng salt from the cold saltt tank and stooring it in the hot salt tan
dischharged, salt from
fr
the hot salt tank is ssent back to the
t HTF-saltt heat exchannger and is used
u
to
heat H
HTF. The heeated HTF is then sent too the power block
b
(Gabrieelli and Zam
mparelli 2009). The
main characteristic of two-tank configgurations is that the co
old and hott TES med
dia (at
º and 388 ºC,
º approxim
mately) are sttored separately and the ssystem installlation
respeectively 298 ºC
and ooperation is currently
c
very
y well know
wn by commeercial electricc power comp
mpanies.

Fig. 1. Scheeme of a typiccal two tanks sstorage tanks storage
s
system
m in CSP (Gill et al. 2010).

n investigateed as thermaal storage flu
uids for parab
abolic trough
h solar
Diffeerent materiaals have been
poweer plants, butt due to economic and saffety reasons, the so called
d “molten saalts” or “solar salt”
(60%
% NaNO3 andd 40% KNO3) is the onee used today (Gabrielli an
nd Zamparellli 2009, Gill et al.
2010 and Moenss et al. 2003 ). As Graabrielli and Zamparelli (2009) stateed, in a two
o-tank
configuration of a parabolic trough solarr power plan
nt with sensible heat theermal storag
ge, the
storagge tanks aree amongst the
t most criitical compo
onents. However, no deeep studies of
o the
perfoormance of suuch storage tanks
t
have beeen publisheed up to now..
To bee able to achhieve a deep understandiing of the tw
wo-tank solarr storage sysstems with molten
m
salts, in 2008 a pilot plant waas built at thee University of Lleida, Spain
S
(Fig. 2)). Such pilott plant
3

ws the study of
o this molteen salts storagge tanks systtem performance while a secondary circuit
c
allow
incorrporating thermal oil (Th
herminol VP 1) simulates the solar en
nergy input bby the use of a 24
kWe electrical booiler

Fiig. 2. High tem
mperature pilo
ot plant at Uniiversity of Lleeida, Spain. (1) Hot tank, (22) HTF-salts heat
exxchanger, (3) Cold
C
tank, (4)) Electrical booiler, (5) HTF--air heat exchaanger, and (6)) acquisition and
a
reecording systeem

s
system configuratio
on relays on the separatiion of the ho
ot and
Sincee the two-tannks molten salts
cold fluid in twoo different taanks, its effiiciency is baased on a co
onstant outleet salt tempeerature
ds to the requuirement of no
n stratification effect inn the storage tanks.
whenn dischargingg, which lead
Thereefore, heat loosses to the surroundings
s
s may repressent an important factor oon the TES media
m
stratiffication. In this
t
paper, to
o evaluate thhe thermal performance
p
of this two-ttanks molten
n salts
system
m, both the molten saltss temperaturre distributio
on and the co
onduction heeat losses th
hrough
the w
walls of the storage
s
tankss are widelyy evaluated and
a discussed
d taking advvantage of th
he fact
that tthis experim
mental pilot plant
p
is equuipped with many tempeerature sensoors and reco
ording
equippment which allows a dettailed study tthat is not po
ossible in oth
her case studiies.
ported
Theree are scarcee published papers on experimenttal heat lossses in moltten salts rep
previously. Pacheeco et al. (20
002) and Paccheco et al. (1999) reportted measuredd thermal lossses in
t
in the tw
wo-tank Solaar Two facilitty by means of turning offf heat tracin
ng and
the hoot and cold tank
immeersion heaterrs over severaal days. Theyy accounted for 102 kW and 44 kW iin the hot and
d cold
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tank, respectively. Based on the same facility, Hermann et al. (2004) performed a regression
analysis to develop an empirical heat loss equation from the measured values. Suarez et al.
(2015) calculated numerically the heat losses of the tank depending on the volume of salts
inside the tank and compare it with similar numerical studies performed by Zaversky et al.
2013, Rodriguez et al. 2013 and Schulte-Fischedic et al. 2008. Those simulations reveal a very
homogeneous temperature distribution in the tank where the minimum temperatures are reached
near the tank surfaces, especially near the free surface and the bottom. Thus, similar results are
expected in the experimental analysis presented in this study. Moreover, the heat losses are
validated both with a mathematical model using EES and with a correlation published by
Herrmann et al. 2004.

2. Materials and method
2.1.

Materials

The storage material used in this analysis is a mixture of sodium nitrate and potassium nitrate
(60 wt.% NaNO3 and 40 wt.% KNO3), known as ‘solar salt’. Both NaNO3 and KNO3 are
commercialized by SQM® and have a purity of 98% and 99.3%, respectively. The main
properties of such materials are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Properties of the solar salt used (Kearney et al. 2003).

Property

Value

Composition, wt.%

2.2.

NaNO3

60

KNO3

40

Freezing point, °C

220

Density @ 300 °C, kg/m3

1899

Dynamic viscosity @ 300 °C, kg/m·s

3.26 10-3

Heat capacity @ 300 °C, J/kg K

1495

Experimental set-up

2.2.1. Pilot plant description
The experimentation was carried out at the experimental facility designed and built at the
University of Lleida with the purpose of simulating the operation of the TES system of a solar
power plant at a lower scale (Fig. 2). Therefore, the design is as similar as possible to real
facilities regarding materials, dimensions, etc., and it is integrated by a primary and a secondary
circuits. The primary circuit consists on a two-tanks storage system where the molten salt
charging and discharging process take place. The secondary circuit consists on: (a) a 24 kWe
electrical heater which heats up Therminol-VP1 as heat transfer fluid (HTF), simulating the
5

solar collector field; (b) a

20 kWth air-HTF heat exchanger which cools the HTF down

simulating the cooling technology to discharge the energy stored. The heat exchange between
both molten salts and Tehrminol-VP1 fluids takes place in a plates heat exchanger (76H
ALFANOVA supplied by Alfa-Laval). Measuring equipment to control, register and measure
relevant variables such as flow, pressure and temperature has been integrated in the facility.

2.2.2. Storage system description
The two-tanks storage system consists of two identical tanks designed and built by GREA
(Universitat de Lleida, Spain). The tanks design consists on a cylinder-shaped vessel closed
with a flat circular plate at the bottom and a Klöpper cover on top, where the storage material is
housed. All the elements of the tanks are made of stainless steel 316 L in order to withstand the
elevate temperatures, to avoid galvanic corrosion, as well as to avoid compatibility problems
between the storage material and the tank itself (Goods and Bradshaw, 2004). The cover of the
vessel is manufactured with some openings in order to place the measuring devices and the
molten salts pump. Table 2 shows the main geometrical characteristics of the tanks as well as
some of the geometric characteristics of a commercial plant (Andasol-1 [16]. Notice that the
pilot plant at the University of Lleida was designed with an aspect ratio (height per diameter
ratio) as similar as possible to the commercial plants.
Table 2. Main geometrical characteristics of the storage tanks at the pilot plant and at a commercial plant

Parameter
Material
Internal Diameter
Cylinder height
Aspect ratio
Klöpper cover height

Pilot plant at the
Andasol-1 [16]
University of Lleida
Units
Value
Stainless steel 316L
[m]
1.20
35.99
[m]
0.50
14.00
[-]
0.41
0.39
[mm]
267
-

Total height
Thickness of the walls

[mm]
[mm]

767
4

-

To minimize heat losses, 0.24 m of rock wool (Spintex 342G from Isover) is located around the
walls and cover of the vessels. Moreover, 0.20 m of refractory concrete (Hormirefra) and 0.45
m of Foamglass ONE® are located under the tanks. Foamglass ONE® was selected because of
its high compressive strength and mechanical stability at temperatures up to 481 ºC, quite higher
than the maximum working temperature in the tank. The conductivity and thickness of these
materials is specified in Table 3 and it is based on manufacturer data.
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Table 3. Connductivity and
d thickness off the insulation
n materials, baased on manuffacturer data.
Insu
ulation materiial
(M
Manufacturer))

Conductivity [W/m·K
K]

Thiickness [m]

Spinteex 342G (Isov
ver)

k Rock. wool T  = 0.0002·T+0.0252

0.24

Refractory concrete (Horrmirefra)

k concrete T  =0.0001·T+00.16

0.20

Foamglasss ONE® (Foaamglass)

k FoamGlass T  0.0002·T+00.0364

0.45

ure distributiion within th
he tank, 27 calibrated
c
tem
mperature seensors
In order to analyse temperatu
a accuracy of ±0.1 ºC
C were instaalled in each
h tank in coontact with salts,
(PT-1100) with an
distributed in three levels (att 10, 250 annd 450 mm from
f
the botttom of the ttank) and in
n three
brancches separateed 120 ºC, as
a Fig. 3 shhows. These temperaturee sensors aree located inside a
stainlless steel sheeath in order to be protectted from the molten saltss corrosion.
nly one tank is considereed. This vesssel incorporaates four elecctrical
Noticce that for thhis study, on
resisttances of 1 kW
k e. Three of
o them havee a metal sheeath while on
ne of them iis in direct contact
with the solar salts.
s
The reesistances arre located at
a 110 – 114.3 mm (ddepending on
o the
om of the taank and sepaarated 90º eaach other inn order to heeat the
configuration) froom the botto
hose used in commercial solar powerr plants.
molteen salts up, similarly to th

Fig. 3. Distributioon of the temperature sensorrs in the storag
ge tank (a) rad
dial distributioon of the grou
ups of
tem
mperature senssors and (b) teemperature sen
nsors heights. Measures in m
mm.
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f
surface temperature sensors (PT
T-100)
In orrder to evaluuate heat lossses to the ennvironment five
have been used and placed in the trannsition of different insullating materrials: betweeen the
t storage taank and the rrock wool (T
TWall.in), on th
he external ssurface of thee rock
externnal wall of the
wool (TWall.ext), between
b
the storage tannk and the refractory
r
co
oncrete (TBotottom), betweeen the
oam glass (T
TBottom.FG) an
nd between th
he foam glasss and the ground
g
refracctory concreete and the fo
(TGrouund), as it cann be seen in Fig.
F 4.

Fig. 4.
4 Scheme of heat losses annd temperaturee sensors used
d in the calculaations

ne with the sstorage tank fulfil with molten
m
salts. In particularr there
This experimentaation was don
d they take up 50 cm.
are 9666 kg of mollten salts and

2.3.

Method
dology

Both the temperaature distribu
ution test andd the heat lo
osses are evaaluated by heeating the saalts up
and, once the tem
mperatures arre homogenoous, switchin
ng off the eleectrical resisstances in thee tank
and rrecording thee temperaturees at differennt heights an
nd location of
o the tank w
while cooling
g. This
analyysis takes innto account the temporaal evolution of the tem
mperatures duuring the co
ooling
proceess.

2.3.11. Temperrature disttribution ttests
Beforre starting the
t temperature distribuution tests, salts are heeated up ussing the elecctrical
resisttances (in Fiig. 5, energy
y consumptiion profile at
a 100%) un
ntil they reacch a homog
genous
behavviour (steadyy state) need
ded approxim
mately 120 hours.
h
Then,, the electriccal resistances are
8

F 5, energy consumptiion profile att 0%) and th
he temperaturres inside the tank
switcched off (in Fig.
start ddecreasing. At
A this momeent, the tempperature distrribution test starts and it is named traansient
state. The tests consist on reccording the temperatures in differen
nt heights annd positions of the
tank (Fig. 3) whille molten sallts maintain their liquid phase,
p
from 400 to 290 ººC, approxim
mately.
Moreeover, the tem
mperature is recorded at three instan
nts of time allong the test:: at the begin
nning,
at thee half and at the end of the
t temperatuure distributiion test (see numbers 1, 2 and 3 from
m Fig.
5). N
Notice that sallts are neitheer pumped noor moved insside the tank..

Fig.. 5. Average storage tank teemperatures byy level and en
nergy consump
ption profile. SStart, half and
d end
instants will be discussed in the article.

2.3.22. Heat losses
The hheat losses from
fr
the tank
k per surfacee unit were calculated
c
co
onsidering thhe conduction
n heat
lossess of the exterrnal wall surrfaces of the tank (QWall and
a QTop), and the conducction heat lossses at
the boottom of the tank. On on
ne hand, QWaall is considerred as both th
he heat lossees of the wallls and
QTop the heat lossses of the cover of the veessel. On thee other hand, the heat lossses of the bottom
b
of thee tank are considered botth heat lossess through thee refractory concrete
c
(QBoottom) (Fig. 4)).
b
necessarry consider the
t assumptio
ons below:
To peerform this study it had been
1. The tempperature senssors located iin the differeent surfaces of the tank aare assumed
d to be
representtative for all the
t area thatt they represeent (Fig. 4):
22. The insullation have lo
ow mass duee to the low thickness
t
thee low densityy of the insullation.
Thereforee, in transien
nt state it is considered that the insu
ulation do noot accumulate nor
release ennergy.
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3. The tank has been geometrically considered as a perfect cylinder with a bottom base
and a sphere in the top (with surface correction factors shown in Eq. 3). Metal sheath
containing electrical resistances have not been considered.
4. The whole system is considered in steady state. In this case the conduction heat losses
should be the same as the convection and radiation ones and have not been considered.
Conduction heat losses all along the experiment are also plotted.
5. The heat flow is considered unidirectional and normal to every exchange surface. Thus,
the effect of the heat transfer along every material on the thermal behaviour of the tank
is considered negligible.
Heat losses are quantified both during the homogenization of the temperatures and during the
period without external salts heating (Fig. 5).
Then, heat losses from the tank walls to the ambient are calculated as shown in Eq. 1:

QWall 

k Rockwool ·ACyl
r



TWall.in  TWall.ext 
r 
ln 2 
 r1 

Eq. 1

Heat losses from the Klöppler cover to the ambient are calculated as shown in Eq. 2:

QTop 

0.1478 k Rock .wool ·ASphere TWall .in  TWall .ext 

·
2
r2  r1
r2
r1
r1·r2

Eq. 2

Heat losses in the concrete are calculated as shown in Eq. 3:

QConcrete  kconcrete·Aconcrete 

TBottom  TBottom.FG 
 x concrete

Eq. 3

Moreover, how the heat losses vary depending on the scale of the facility is discussed
comparing the pilot plant of the University of Lleida with higher scale commercial plants.

3. Results
3.1.

Temperature distribution tests

The temperature distribution test lasts 17.13 hours which represents the time after the
homogenization of the salts and until they are about to reach solidification temperature
(transient state). The temperatures are evaluated in three dimensional sets: by level, by branch
and by radial distance to the centre. The temperature profiles recorded in the three different
10

ottom, middlle and top) are
a analysed (Fig. 6). In general, it can
c be
levelss of the storage tank (bo
seen that the highher temperatu
ures are founnd in the mid
ddle height temperature
t
sensors. This may
be duue to the heatt losses throu
ugh the grounnd (section 3.4)
3 and becaause the tankk is not comp
pletely
filledd and the uppper part is in contact w
with air. In general,
g
it has
h been obsserved that values
v
recorrded in one of
o the branch
hes (at T1, T22 and T3) po
ositions are always
a
slighttly higher than the
rest. T
This may be due to the proximity to tthe direct con
ntact electricc resistance.

Fig.. 6. General teemperature pro
ofile by level:: (a) bottom leevel; (b) middlle level; (c) toop level of saltts, in
dy state.
grey: ennd of the stead

y level, Fig. 7 shows ann overview of
o the
Regaarding at thee evaluation of the tempperatures by
tempeeratures of thhe whole tan
nk at three diifferent mom
ments (at the start, at the hhalf and at th
he end
of thee experimenttation, see Fig. 5). It cann be seen thaat the upper and
a bottom ttemperature levels
(repreesented by a square) aree more homoogeneous thaan the middlee level ones (represented
d by a
circlee). Moreoverr, as the time draws on, leess temperatu
ure variation
n within the llevels are obttained
(a redduction from
m 40 to 60%
% of the tem
mperature vaariation). As expected, nno stratificattion is
obserrved in the taank during th
his test.
mperatures by
y branch, th
he temperatuure distributiion of
Regaarding at thee evaluation of the temp
sensoors is compaared in Fig. 8.
8 The threee branches arre composed
d by the grouup of tempeerature
sensoors 1 to 3, 4 to
t 6 and 7 to 9 (Fig. 3). A
As expected, a temperaturre decrease th
through the time is
obserrved. Notice however thaat the branchh composed by
b the group
p of temperatture sensors 7 to 9
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c
valuess. This may be due to th
he facility laayout: this bbranch is thee most
is thee one with colder
unprootected and expected
e
to have more hheat losses to the surrou
undings and m
more influen
nce of
the am
mbient tempperature chan
nges. This eff
ffect was previously obseerved by Prieeto et al. (2015) in
a sim
milar facility, the Abengoa 8 MWth m
molten salts pilot plant loccated in Seviille (Spain) and
a by
Pacheecho et al. (22002) in the Solar
S
Two faacility.

Fig. 7. Temperatuures in the threee levels of thee tank at different times of the
t temperatur
ure distribution
n test:
(a) startt; (b) half; and
d (c) end.

Regaarding at the evaluation of the temperratures by rad
dial distance to the centeer (Fig. 9), th
he first
groupp of temperaature sensors is composedd by T1, T4 and T7 (closest to the ccenter of the tank),
the seecond one by
b T2, T5 an
nd T8 (middlle), and the last one by T3,
T T6 and T9 (most ex
xternal
part oof the tank). It can be seen that in thee most exterrnal part of th
he tank, the temperatures tend
to be less homogeenous and lower than thee rest.
m influenccing parametters in
Afterr the evaluatiion of the temperatures, it can be seeen that the main
the ddistribution teemperature tests
t
are: corrrect insulation of the taank, the exisstence of diffferent
electrrical resistannces (direct contact and w
with sheath) and
a the orien
ntation and suurroundings of the
tank.
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Fig. 8. Temperatuure distribution
n at the start, hhalf and end of
o the temperaature distributiion test in the three
differeent branches (aa) branches 1 to 3, (b) brancches 4 to 6 and (c) branchess 7 to 9.

on at the start, half and end of the experim
mentation in raadial position: (a)
Figg. 9.Temperatuure distributio
closestt to the center of the tank; (bb) middle; and
d (c) most exteernal part of th
the tank.
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3.2.

Heat losses

The temperature recorded by the surface sensors in the different parts of the tank as well as the
energy profile of the electrical resistance are shown in Fig. 10 in order to show the temperature
increases or decreases when the electrical heaters are switched on or off, respectively. This
time-line corresponds to both the homogenization (steady state) period and the period without
electrical heaters. The change from one period to the other is clearly shown in the sensors TWall.in
and in TBottom. The rest of the temperature sensors are slightly affected by the heat losses and

TTWall.in
TWall.in
Wall.in

TTWall.ext
TWall.ext
Wall.ext

TTBottom
TBottom
Bottom

TTBottom.FG
TBottom.FG
Bottom.FG

TGround
TGround

Energy Profile

385
350
315
280
245
210
175
140
105
70
35
0

Ground

100
90
80
70

Steady State

60

Transient State

50
40
30

Energy profile [%]

Temperature [ºC]

remain almost constant throughout the experimentation time.

20
10
0
100

105

110

115

120
125
Time [hour]

130

135

140

Fig. 10. Walls and bottom temperatures of the tank.

Moreover, in order to validate the experimental heat losses in the steady state part, a 1-D
mathematical EES model has been performed. Constant thermophysical properties
(conductivity, specific heat and density), homogeneous temperature in the tank (380 ºC),
ambient temperature, and maximum level of salts (50 cm) have been assumed.
Table 2 summarizes results from the experiment, from the EES model and from a correlation
published by Herrmann et al. 2004. These authors obtained this correlation from the Solar Two
molten salts facility (Eq. 4) which is also composed of a two-tank TES facility configuration
similar to the one in the pilot plant at the University of Lleida.

qloss  0.00017·Tsalt  0.012

Eq. 4
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Table 4 shows that the top and wall experimental results have a good agreement with the data
obtained in the EES model and the correlation found in the literature. The small differences seen
can be due to the assumptions made in the model or to differences in insulation in the real
plants. In the case of the bottom losses, the complexity of the model because of the refractory
concrete and the lack of literature make impossible the comparison.
Table 4. Comparison of heat losses values, in W/m2
Experimental data
Top
Walls
Bottom

72.70
79.13
61.00

EES model

According to Herrmann et al. 2004

72.25
79.60
-

76.00
-

Regarding to the temperature evolution in the transient state, it can be seen that the temperature
decrease is proportional to the distance to the heated part of the tank. Therefore the temperature
sensors which show the most pronounced decrease are TWall.in, and Tbottom. Due to the thermal
inertia of the refractory concrete, heat losses through the Foamglass® show a slightly decrease.
In order to discuss the effect of the scale in the heat losses, three different plants are compared:
Solar Two, Andasol-1 and the pilot plant at the University of Lleida. For that an energy balance
in transient state of a tank is presented (Eq. 5 and Eq. 6).
Eq. 5

∆

Eq. 6

Assuming that all the heat losses to the surroundings are in form of convection and that ΔT, h,
cp and ρ are the same for the different plants considered; it is observed that heat losses are
proportional to the shape factor (which is the surface are to volume ratio) of the storage tank
(Eq. 7).
∆

Eq. 7

The geometric characteristic of these three different scale TES tanks are listed in Table 5 The
shape factor of the three plants belong to, in descending order, to the pilot plant of the
University of Lleida, the Solar Two plant and Andasol-1 plant. So, the heat losses are expected
to be higher in the pilot plant of the University of Lleida.
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Table 5. Geometric characteristics of three different scales of TES systems for solar power plants

Parameter
Surface
Volume
Shape factor

Pilot plant University of

Solar Two

Andasol-1

Lleida

[14]

[16]

Units

Value

2

1.90

306.12

1583.36

3

[m ]

0.57

769.51

18904.42

-1

3.33

0.40

0.08

[m ]
[m ]

4. Conclusions
Two-tank storage system with molten salts used commercially in solar power plants is evaluated
experimentally through temperature distribution inside the tanks and heat losses analysis at pilot
plant scale. This pilot plant was designed and built at the University of Lleida (Spain).The
advantages of using this facility is, first, that it has a design very similar to real commercial
facilities and, second, that the facility is equipped with many temperature sensors and other
measurement equipment which makes possible an exhaustive study of the processes and which
has not been found in the literature yet.
The thermal behaviour of a tank of salt will be very conditioned by two factors; the thermal
losses through walls or foundations and thermal distribution inside the tank that occurs due to
these losses. Therefore, this pilot plant is provided of several temperature sensors both inside
the tank and in the different layers of external insulation.
On one hand, temperature distribution evolution is measured in transient state conditions, once
the electrical resistances are switched off after a temperature stabilization period. The
temperature distribution is evaluated in the different levels measured it may be seen that losses
through the bottom by conduction and losses through the top (because of direct contact with air)
are higher than in the middle of the tank. When the orientation of the tank is taken into
consideration (by comparing the different branches of instrumentation), it can be seen that the
more unprotected part has lower temperatures. It has been observed that the influencing
parameters in the distribution temperature in the tank are: suitable and uniform insulation of the
tank and the existence of different electrical resistances (direct contact and with sheath).
On the other hand, experimental heat losses have been calculated in steady state conditions
(with the electrical resistances switched on) and then compared to those simulated with a 1-D
model and to those obtained with a correlation published previously in the literature in a similar
facility. Calculated heat losses were of about 80 W/m2 through the walls, 73 W/m2 through the
cover, and 61 W/m2 through the concrete located at the bottom of the tank. The calculated
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values agree with the simulation and the correlation. As expected, the heat losses through the
walls, cover and concrete decrease when the heating system of the tank is stopped, but those
through the foam glass remain nearly constant.
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